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INTRODUCTION TO 'rHE STUDY 
The objective of education in a democratic society is 
the development of the poten'ciali ties of each individual. 
Full develO:t>_filent of th~-§_~_}2_()_tef'!~!_£a)J-~~s _ _j.p()l~<!~s __ th~i3._t;ta_~r.l-=-----~ 1f-----------
ment of social competence. This is to say that education 
has a responsibility in developing in each individual those 
abilities which will help him attaln both personal lnde-
pendence and social responsibility. 
Observing children of var:l.ous maturational levels in 
the public schools has prompted the investigator to con-
sider the following questions: To what extent may social 
competence be fostered for each individual? Is there an 
optimal social attalnment for each maturational level, and 
is this optimum being attained by each child? Is the level 
of social competency reached by the individual limited by 
his intellectual level? 
These questions and the i11terest that they provoked 
led the investigator into the following research. 
I • THE PROBLEM 
Statement Q! ~ QrOblem. The purpose of this study 
elation betllteen academic 
·-----~----~---------~- --~- --~-~-------~---~------ -~-~--~-------~- -~- ~ ~ --~ ~-~- ~- -~ ~ ~ -- -----~-~---~---- ~~ -~ -~--~---~ ~~- ----
intelligence and social maturity at the elementary school 
I 
1 
level; and (2} indicate the degree of social competency 
attained at various selected intellectual levels. 
~~~ifioation Qt tije s~yd~. A number of studies 
investigating the relationship of intelligence and social 
maturity of exceptional children have been made, but rela-
tal ability affects the social competency of children 
within the average intellectual range. 
The present study was designed to ascertain the 
relationshlp between intelligence and social maturity among 
sixty-three children with a chronological age range of five 
to twelve years in a predominantly middle-class socio-
economic school population. 
This investigaM.on may be helpful to teachers and 
parents alike in ascertaining whether the extent of social 
competency developed within the child is determined by his 
level of intellectual functioning. Towards this end, the 
results of the study may have implications for elementary 
education. 
2 
Deltm1tatiQU .P( .tl:U'z, J2tbhlqm. This study was limited 
to sixty-three children who were cmi·olled at the George 
Washington Elementary School in Lodi, Calj.fornia, during the 
1959-1 60 school term 
range of five years to eleven years and ten months, and an 
3 
IQ range of 60 to 1.52. Grade placements included kindergarten 
through the six·t;h grade. 
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
El~mentarx. ..§.9Q001 leve;t. For purposes of this study, 
the elementary school level is defined as kinderge.rten 
through sixth grade. 
§g~1al oompetenpe. This term will be used to refer to 
the ability of the individual to care for himself and to func-
tion as a cooperative and contributing member of the social 
· group. 
Sooi@;l, maturtti.. The extent to which an individual is 
capable of' personal independence and socie.l responsibility. 
l:ntellis:en~. The investigator has used Wechsler's 
global definition: 11 Intelligence, operationally defined, is 
the aggregate or global capacity of the individual to act 
pUrposefully. to thlnk rationally, and to deal effectively 
with his environment.n1 
~enta1 ~ge (MA). The level of a person's mental 
ability as expressed in terms of the chronological age of 
the ave~age person performing the same tasks. 
----- - x-- --- -- -
David v/echsler, ~ t1easurament and Apprai..§al Qf. 
Adt,Q. t Intell1Je.n.~ (Baltimore 1 The Hill iams and tvilkins 
Company, 1958 , p. 7. 
4 
.§.9c1EJ.l S1K_e (S.£!.). The level of a person's social 
ability as expressed in terms of the age of the average per-
son performing the same tasks of social competency. 
;ntelligence guotie~ (~}. A standard score indi-
cating the amount by which a subject devia.tes above or below 
the-average-pex•r .. o:rmance·or-n-is-own-age-group.------------- -------------- -
§oq_ial guot!•n:t. {~). A ratio of one • s social age to 
his chronological age to indicate extent of social competence. 
Intelligence Q.lassi.fJ,cat1.ons. The diagnostic equi va-
lent a of academic tntelligence levels as measured by the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children are: 
Hlgh:--Intelligence quotients of 110 and above. 
Average:--Intelligence quotients of 90 to 109. 
Low:--Intelligence quotients of 89 Bind below. 
III;, STATEHENT OF PROCEDURE 
The report of this study involve~s the following pro-
cedure. The introductory chapter presents a statement of 
the problem and definition of terms. A review of cuz•rent 
literature concerning the present study and related studies 
is included in Chapter II. Chapter III is concerned with 
sources of data and the methods used in conducting the study. 
•-------ll'-h.e-popu±e.ti-or;~-1s-identified-,- anddescrtptions-ofthe--
measuring instruments are given. Chapter IV presents an 
interpretation and analytical discussion of the data, 
bringing out the findings of this study, and comparing them 
with :i.nvestiga.tions of other authors; and the final chapter 
5 
concludes the thesis with a general summary, and reoommenda-
tions for further study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE Ln~ERATURE 
Investigations speclfically concerned with the rela-
tionship of academic intelligence and social maturity are 
not numerous ._s~\T~:L"§lJ._§j;Jld.j_~§__r~_Ror_t d~t_a __ for_ groups_ of_ . 
mentally deficient subjects, but this was not the investi-
gator's interest • 
. '11he studies that have been made in the area of aca ... 
demic intelligence and social maturity among children within 
an average intellectual range portray some agreement. Posi-
tive correlations are reported in each of the studies reviewed 
in this chapter; the cOl"'relation coefficient;s vary to some 
extent, but obviously these coefficients are affected by the 
apread of the distributions under examination. 
I. INTERPRETATION OF CORRELATION COEFF'ICIENTSi\ 
Much has been wrttten in regard to the methods, pur-
poses, and limitations of cot'relation techniques. Only a 
brief summary regarding correlation will be given in this 
study, but one must be cognizant of the factors affecting 
correlation. 
Edwards defines the product-moment correlation 
This coefficient measures the degree to which two 
variables are associated and is symbolized by 1:,. In 
terms of absolute size, .r, may vary from +1.00, through 
zero, to -1.00. A correlation coefficient of +1.00 
indicates a perfect positive relationship bet't'leen two 
variables; a zero coefficient indicates no relation-
ship;2and a -1.00 fndicates a perfect negative correla-
tion. 
Lacey described the meaning of correlation scores as 
11 the-correl-ation-1s-h1gh--whel"'Er high values -of- one variable 
are associated with the high values of the other.rtJ 
In order to interpret the correlation coefficients, 
we need to know themeaning of scores. Garrett states: 
,r. frorn .oo to .20 denotes indifferent or negligible 
relationship; 
7 
x. from .20 to .40 denotes low correlation present but 
slight; 
.r. from ~.40 to • 70 denotes substa:trb.ial or marked 
relationship; 
.r. from .• 70 to 1. 00 denotes high to very high rela ... 
tionship. L~ 
It must be recognj.zed, however, that these interpreta-
tions are useful only when the content of the correlation is 
-------
2Allen L. Edwards, Statist1£al. Analysis .f..or Students 
l.n P§ycqolog,lt .§.~ Ed!Jc~tiQ..t'J; (New York: Hinehart and Company, 
Ina •• 1946~, p. 80. 
3 
Oliver L. Lacy, 
!~Henry E. Garrett, §;ta;t{is:l(ics 1n Psycho],ogy apd EduQa-
.tion (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 19L~7}, p. 173. 
approp:ria te, the sampling is e.dequate, and the statistical 
technique is justifiable. 
In calculating oor:relat;i on coefficients, a final or 
8 
absolute answer is not achieved. The scores must be thought 
of as a relative answ·er for the problem at hand :rather than 
the answer. 
A correlation is always relative to the situation 
under which it is obtained, and its size does not repre-
sent any absolute natural or cosmic fact. To speak of 
.t..Q.Ei, correlatlon between intelligence and scholarship ls 
absurd. One needs to say which intelligence, measured 
under w;hat circumstances, in wha..]. population, and to say 
what kind of scholarship, measured by what instruments, 
or judged by what standards. Always, the coefficient of 
correlation is purely relative to the circumstances under 
which it was obtained and should be interpreted in the 
light of those circymstanoes, very rarely, certainly, in 
any absolute sense •. 5 
There are limitations in a correlation study which 
should be mentioned. First, the size of the coefficient is 
dependent upon the homogeneity of the group upon which it is 
based. The T.ore heterogeneous the group, the greater the 
coefficient obtained, other things being equal. 
Wert cautions: 
The sj.ze of an r in :i..tsE~lf is insufficient to indicate 
the extent to which one variable may be predicted from 
another. It oonsti tutes only one of the faoto~C'S ~..rhich 
must be considered in this respect. A knowledge of the 
variability of the group in which the correlation is 
I -
I, 
computed is of equal importance with~ knowledge of the 
size of a coefficient of correlation. 
Secondly, the obtained coeff1.cients of correlations 
are smaller tho.n those which would be found if perfectly 
reliable measures of the two variables were employed. Test 
scores and interviews are never completely reliable. 
Thirdly• prediction is made on the basi~ of __ mathe-
matical coincidence; it is not necessarily a product of 
causatlon .. 
II. HEVIEVJ OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 
9 
Bradway reported a statistical analys1s of the results 
obtained by Dr. Roy F. Street in the examination of JlO chil-
dren at the Ann J. Kellogg Elementary School, Battle Creek, 
1 Michigan. This school provided within-grade classification 
for children according to individual abilities, as well as 
for several types of special classes. '11J:1e pupils were exam-
.. 
ined with both the Stanford-Btnet scale e,nd the Vine lana. scale. 
The correlation between SA and r1A w.ets • 7J; and the standard 
error of estimate for this ociefficient was 1.4. 7 Bradway 
6 
James E. \vert; Charles o. Nedi t, and J • .Stanley 
Ahmann., Stat.t~tical r1et~ in Educatton.al .aml P_s~cpolo,ical. 
R~searcn (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,. Inc., 1954 , 
p. 76. 
1----------,c----:i;)tandard -error--refers· to--the magni-tude- of-the-error or------
measurement in a score. It is the amount by which an obtained 
score differs from a hypothetical true score. The smaller the 
standard error of a score, the more reliable the measure. 
observed that SQ was superior to IQ at the lower IQ range, 
but inferior at the upper range.8 
10 
Louttit and Watson employed the Vineland scale with 
120 children entering the first g:r•ades of four city schools 
at Bloomington, Indiana. 'VJi thin two months of the use of 
the Vineland scale, the Stanford-Binet scale was admlnistered 
to 62 of the children. A correlation of .378 with a standard 
error of .073 was found between SQ and IQ for the 62 subjects, 
with a CA range of 6.0 to 7.3 years, an IQ range of 60 to 129, 
and an SQ range of 55 to 150. 
Social maturity scores of boys were contrasted with 
those of girls. In a group of 120, 59 boys had a mean score 
of 102.96, while that of the girls was 97.04. This minute 
difference of 5.92 points has a standard error of 23 and a 
critical ratio of 2.6.9 The aut.hor concludes that there is 
an absence of sex differences in social maturity scores. 
The sample of 120 first-graders used in this study 
were from four elementary schools of varying socio-economic 
background. Loutti t and ~1atson classified these schools as 
School F low. School M middle, and Schools E and U high in 
socio-economic status. The mean SQ of the 44 subjects in 
School F was 89.1; that of the 32 subjects in School r1 was 
----"---School-Chi-ldren,-'L-Journal--Qt-Ex;gerimentfi!:.l:--&,dycation,-,· 
6:326-31, March, 1938. 
9cr1t1oal ratio is the ratto of a deviation to a 
standard error. 
11 
10,5.9; the mean SQ of the 30 children. in School E was 103.8; 
and that of the 14 in School U was 112.1. rrhe mean SQ of 
the 44 subjects in Schools E and U combined was 106.5. This 
comparison of groups on the basis of cultural differences of 
school districts suggests that social maturity scores are 
affected by the socio-economic culture from which the chil-
dren come. 
This conclusion was strengthened by a study of the 
mean SQ.'s when pooled for all subjects according to 
paternal occupations instead of by school groups. Again the 
relationship was present. 
Loutt1 t and watson 1 s s·tuo.y of the relationship 
between intelligence and social maturity among 62 first-
graders revealed a tendency for SQ to exceed IQ when IQ was 
low and, inversely, for IQ to exceed SQ when IQ. was high. 10 
It was noted by the reviewer that of the 62 children 
to v1hom the Stanford-.Binet and Vineland scales were adminj.s-
tered 1 38 were enrolled in School F, which had a lov-r socio-
economto population, and 24 in School E, whlch had a high 
socio-economic range. Apparently the socio-economic status 
variable was unms.tched. 
10c. 11. Loutti t and .Huth tvatson, "Vineland Social 







A comparison of the 1937 Revision of the Stanford-
Binet 1-'Ji th the Vineland Social Maturity Scale was made by 
Margaret T. Wilson in 1939 in a master's dissertation at 
.Fordham University. This study includeCI. JO girls at 10 and 
11 years of age in the 5th and 6th grades of a parochial 
school in the viclnlty of New York. The subjects• ra:t'.lze in 
IQ was from 91 to 127 with a mean of 108.,56; their range in 
SQ was from 90 to 115 with a mean of 10,5.46. The correla-
tion between the two variables was .90. Wilson concluded 
from her data that intelligence and social competence vary 
together in the same direction with a high relationship. 
A comparison of the mean IQ and SQ of these subjects 
in relationship to their fathers' occupations indicated an 
increase, rather than a decrease, of' IQ and SQ as one went 
down the ocoupe.tional scale. Wilson concluded that this was 
possibly due to the difference in the number of cases in 
each group. 11 
Wile and Davis, in a study at the Children's Health 
Class in Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York, contrasted the social 
ma:turi ty of children Ni th IQ 1 s of 120 and above ·~·Ji th chil-· 
dren whose IQ's ii'JEH'e 79 and below. 
11
Margaret T. \1I1lson, "A Comparison of the 1937 Revi-




The sample consisted of (a) 36 girls and 64 boys with 
IQ.'s of 120 to 148, and (b) 35 girls and 65 boys with IQ's 
of 50 to 79. (rhe median chroxwlogioal age for the bright 
group was 8.7, and for the dull group, 10.3. The median SA 
was 9.0 for the bright group and 7.9 for the dull group. 
Correlation between the f1IA and SA of the bright group 
was .88; correlation between the MA and SA of the dull group 
was • 91. 
In the .bright group, the average SA was 2 .J years 
below the average MA; in the dull group, the average SA was 
.2 years above the MA. 12 
Here again 'fllre note, as we did in the invest~.gations 
made by Brad\~Jay, and by Louttit and 1:Jatson, that the SA of 
these subjects is inf<~rior to the MA at the upper range • but 
superior at the lower range. 
Delnzer studied 11-¥7 children front the nursery school 
through the six'tih grade of the University of Michigan Ele-
mentary School •. Social age and SQ scores1 derived from the 
Vineland Social Maturity Scale, were compared with mental 
age and IQ scores, derived from the Kuhlmann-Binet Intel-
ligence Scale. For the group~ the mean ages were: CA 8.7 
years; MA 10.2 years (IQ 117); SA 11.0 years (SQ 126). A 
--f'erent-ial-sof-Chi-J:dren-wi th--IQ•s-120--e:rrd-Abov€f-and-IQ•s-?9--
and Below, with Some Reference 'to Sooio .. Economic Status," 
~ Amer!can Joyrnal 2[ Q~thopsycbiatr~, 9:529-39, July 1939. 
correlation of • ?'+ was found between the I'1A and SA of the 
subjects on these tests. 13 
14 
It will be noted thatp in Deinzer•s study of subjects 
of superior H~, the mean ,S(~ ls above the meo.n IQ.. ~~his dif-
fers frorn the findings of the other tnvest1gD.t1ons reid.e~;qed, 
One v..r111 observe, hOirJmrer, t1lflt De:lnzer 's al)ili ty-~measuring 
-------
instrument dLt'fers from that used in the other four investiga.~· 
tions. 
§tlJllJJl§,J:.Y· ~:ehe foregoing studles were not specific in 
stating their moc1es of ~:;ample selection; until more inf'orma-
tion is given on the sampling procedures, the results must 
be viewed with some caution. The conclusions seem to vary 
1-'Vi th the type of subjects and the range of agl:'.l and ability 
within the grou:p, and with the instrument used; ho-~mver, all 
of the investigations, with the exception of one, seem to 
suggest a hlgh relationship betHeen mental age a,nd social 
age. 'The COl'relat ion tl1Slt Lou:cti t and 'vJa tson found between 
IQ and SQ is low, but significant. The limited nwnber of 
subjects (62), ·the limited age range {one grade level), and 
the unmatched variable at socioa•economic range within this 
study must be taken into consideration "~Nhen compc:lr:tng its 
results with other correlations. 
--·---·~~ 
1--------------- ""--Margaret--E ;--J:)einzer,- -u 'l1he-Developmental---stgnif tc-e.nce 
of Social i\1:£J.turt ty" ( un},.1ublished £~.faster 1 s the sis, University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1939). 
15 
The number of subJects in the investigations reviewed 
varied from JO to 310. In general, more reliance can be 
placed upon the results from large samples than those from 
small samples. 
One must also note the difference in range within 
these various studies. Louttit and tvatson dealt with only 
one grade level; Wilson dealt tdth tt<~o; Nhile Bradway and 
De1nzer enlarged their sample to entire elementary schools. 
Four of the five investigations revealed a tendency 
for intelligence to exceed social maturity when IQ was high, 
and for social m9.tur:ity to exceed intelligence when IQ was 
low. Deinzer's findings were contrary to these studies; in 
her study of 14? subjects of high IQ, she found social 
maturity to surpass intelligence. ~rhis me.y h-swe been due to 
(1} socio-economic variation, (2) educational or environ-
' 
mental di fferencea • (J) differences between the Kuhlmarm-
Binet IQ and the Stanford-Binet IQ, o:r• (4) personality of 
the examiner. 
Studies of both Loutt1 t and VJatson and. by Wilson 
investigated the relations hip beti'Jeen social maturity and 
paternal occupations. Louttit and Hatson found that social 
maturj:tiy decreased as one went down the ps.rental occupational 
scale. Wilson found that social maturity increased as one 
descended 
however, that the results of her investigation may have been 
spurious. 
CHAP'rER III 
SOURCE OF DATA AND t1E'l'H0D OF PROCEDURE 
This section is concerned with data and explains the 
methods employed in pursuing the study. The population is 
identified, and descriptions of the measuring ~n_s~umei:l,t_s_ 
are given. 
I. SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE 
Cpa:r:aoterist~c§ .Qt ~ Q.Qpulat;ion. 'l'he sixty-three 
subjects used were pupils of the George Hashington Elementary 
School in Lodi, California, in the school year 1959-1960. 
'J~he school is situated in a predominantly middle-class socio ... 
economic neighborhood in a oi ty ot, an estimated population 
of 18,500.14 The population of the school is predominantly 
Caucasian; the subjects of th.is study were exclusively 
Caucasian. 
The subjects had a chronological age range of five 
years to eleven year:=:1, ·ten months, and an intelligence 
quotient range of 60 to 1.52 on the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children. Grade placements included kindergarten 
through the sixth grade. The investigator attempted to 
•~--------Industria-1--Survey-summary-·Reportu·-fLcfdi-;---caiTfor-niaT··r.;-oa.r·· 
District Chamber of Commerce, 1957). 
17 
secure arbitrarily equal numbers of subjects at each age 
level and at each intellectual level. An attempt was also 
made to approximate an equal number of boys and girls in the 
study. Selection of subjects was made by pupils'·teachers 
upon the bas is of the preceding criteria. 
i;c--__________ The-imrestigato~-attempted--tc contro~-the-~;:.aria bles-------
described above; however, it ls recognized that other unknown 
criteria, such as the possibility of nhalo effect, n may have 
been operating, for the sampling was selective, and the 
selection was not standardized by a specific teacher-training 
procedure. 
There is also some contaminEltion of variables· in the 
sense that the investigator was involved in the ad.ministra-
tion of the tests. 
II. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS USED 
W~cosler Intelll~enc~ Seal~ £~ ~hildren. The 
\<Jechsler Intelligence Scale for Children is a well-known 
instrument in the field of mental testing. For this reason, 
only a brief description will be given here. 
The 1nvestigato:t~ had had experience with the uBe of 
three indJ.vidual intelligence tests--the 1937 Revised. 
Stanford-Binet Tests of Intelligence, the Arthur Point Scale 
, ______ _Q_ __ el:' ormance __ ests_, and--the Wechsler---Intell-igen.ce-Seale- ------------
for Children. Any one of the three might have been employed 
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for the purpose of this study. As was noted in a previous 
chapter, the Stanford ... Binet Scale has been used in similar 
research. To the investigator's knowledge~ however, a cor-
relation between the Wechsler scale and the Vineland Social 
Maturity Scale has not been rna de. rrhe i,>Jechsl er scale was 
also viewed td th favor for its consideration of both verbal 
and performance ability in its total evaluation of the intel-
lectual ability of the subject • and for• its adaptability to 
the particular age group under study. 
The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children is a 
point scale designed for children from five through fifteen 
years of age; it is composed of twelve subtests, which are 
divided into two groups 1dent:tfied as Verbal and Performance. 
The Verbal group is composed of tests of Information, Compre-
hension, Arithmetic, Similarities, Vocabulary, and Digit 
Span; the Performance group includes Picture Completion 9 
Picture Arrangment, Block Design~ Object Assemblyt Coding, 
and f1aze tests. Raw scores are based upon these "verbal" 
and 11 performance 11 abllities. These scores are then con-
verted into weighted scaled scores and the aggregates are 
totaled to form the various scales of Performance, Verbal, 
and Full Scale. Only Full Scale intelllgence quotients were 
considered in this study. 
and 100 girls at each age level from five through fifteen 
19 
years, 1·!!.·, there were 1,100 boys and 1,100 girls in eleven 
age groups, or a total standardization sample of 2,200 oases. 
Only children of the Caucasian race were examined. Selec• 
tion of the 2,200 children was based upon: (1) rural-urban 
residence; {2) father's oooupatlon; and (3) geogr•aphio area. 
The propor•tions in this sample wer~ based __ ~:e_()_!l_ tl'lE3_!lnJ·t;_ed, __________ _ 
~.:----------------------
States Census Report for 194·0. 
The reliability of the scale is .92 for subjects of 
seven and one-half years of age, .95 for subjects of ten and 
one-half, and • 9L~ for sub.)ects of thirteen and one-half years 
of age. These rel1abilities fall within the range that is 
generally acceptable. 15 
The manual for the Wechsler Intelligence Scale fol" 
Children cites the standardization sample and the inter-
correlation of subtests es validation items. Later investiga-
tions have dealt t'-Tith corl"elations among the WISC and other 
intelligence scales: namely, the Revised. Stanford-Binet 
Scale (Form L), and the Grace Arthur Point Scale of Perform-
ance Tests. The result.s of these studies are presented in 
IJ:able I. 
'I'he findings of these ·studies indicate a significantly 
high correlation between the scales; however, one must note 
the small number of oases used in the first two studies. 
·-~------- ---13____________ - -----




The latter study consisted of 332 oases between the ages of 
.5 and 15. In this study, the ~ 1 s bet"t-Jeen the Stanford.:..Binet 
and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children Full Scale 
IQ's varled at the different ages from ..-75 to .90. 16 While 
these corralation r~sults are inconclusive, they do suggest 
some amount cf validi t_:r_f~£ __ 't_b._~_W~9hsl~_r __ §O<:l..le. _______ _ 
TABLE I 
COHRELATION BE1'\ii/EEN THE ltlECHSLER INTELLIGENCE 
SCALE FOR CHII..DREN !'.ND OTHER SCJ\LEsl'? 
(3 Studies) 
Num .... 
Other Scale Subjects ..ll.e+!. r --
Grace Arthur Point Sc?le normals L~9-53 .80 (Full Scale) 
II It II It It II .77 (Verbal Scale) 
II II II II II n .81 (Nonverbal Scale) 
Stanford-Binet, L normals .51~ .80 (F'ulJ. Scale) 
It II II II II .71 (Verbal Scale) 
It tt It It It .63 (Nonverbal Scale) 
Sta.nford-Binet, L normals 332 .82 (Full Scale) 
It II II II II • 71.~ (Verbal. E)cale) 
II II II: 11 II .64 (Nonverbal Scale) 
---....-.-~.,.._ 
The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, some-
times referred to by Wechsler ancl others as 1tJ.Ls.c. and 
WISC~ differs frorn other individual tests of intelligence 
for children in several ways. One dist;tnotlon is that IQ 1s 
----... ~·- .,,..,.... 
16
J. I. Krugman, 11 Pup11 Functioning on the Stanford-
Binet and the ~>feohsler I , n 
1-------- • _ou:r;maJ.--.Q.f-C ons uJ,-t-£-ngu Psyg hoJ-ogy, --1.5 : 1}75"'"89, Marcrr;u- r9.5r.- - -
l7Frank S.,Freeman, 'rheory f!J:J..f!. f:r•aci;liQ.§l of P@ychoJo_g:i-
Q{il rrestl:qg (New York: Henry Ho1 t and Company, 195.5), p. 192. 
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are obteJ.ned by compartng each subject 1 s test performance 
not 1'11 th a eompos i te age group but exclus 1 vely vvi th the 
I 
scores earned by inclividuals in his own age group. Wechsler• 
defines an intelligence quotient as "the ratio between a 
particular score which an individual attains on a given 
intelligence test and tr1e score which an aver.3ge 1.na i vidual 
of his life age may be assumed to attain on the same test, 
when both scores are expressed in the same notation. 18 
Each person te2.ted is assigned an IQ, whicll 1 at hls 
age, represents hls relat1ve lntellige:nce rating. 'rhis IQt 
and all ot'oers simllarly obts.ined, are deviatl on Il-L 1 s since 
they indicate the amount by vvhich a subject deviates above 
or below the average pE::rformance of' hls own age group. 
Secondly, a deliberate attempt has been made in the 
WISC to take into account nonintellective factors which 
modify and affect a subject's performance and whleh, in 
effect, contribute to the total intelligence of the individ-
ual. r:I'his cotncides with ·~,Jechsler's global definition of 
1ntelllgence 1 as stated previously~ 
Maturity Scale 1s an instrument designed for the quantitative 
estimation of personal social matur.£.~tj_on. It '!Jiras developed 
~-------------------Wechsler,-·:.Q.Q;-_gj_:i.;-;- p-. 28; 
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and standardized by Dr. Edgar A. Doll at the Vineland Train-
ing Scb.ool,l Vineland, New Jersey, during a period of twenty 
years of research. It is now widely used by clinicians and 
teachers, for it purports to measure growth in social compe ... 
tence and it provides a numerical score which give[" same 
J: _____ i_ffiP:l"_S__§§)._o_!l_of_ Pl"_e (} ~s i Qp.. _ _ 
1 
The Vineland scale provides an outline of detailed 
performance "in respect to which children show a progressive 
capacity for looking after themselves, and for participating 
in those activities Nhioh lead tov-mrd ultimate independence 
as adults;'t 19 however, it does not include a heavy loading 
of intellective factors essential to such capacities. 
In the normal course of growth and development the 
individual dominates, capitalizes, or utilizes his environ-
mental opportunities according to the stage of social matura-
t:i.on in which he may be at the t:ime. 
Doll hypothesizes that the developmental evolution of 
social rna turation follows a spiral pattern. ~rhe child is 
relatively helpless at birth; he gradually assumes more and 
rnore responsibility for the welfare of others; and, in the 
highest form of social development. he contributes to the 
general welfare of society.20 
19 
• J o-r-I5irect:l.ons -(Minneapolis: Educational 
1947). p. 1. 
20l.J21.(1. J p. 41. 
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Each i tern of this scale reflects a performance tllhich 
character:\.zes a definite stage of social maturation. A 
total of 117 items is arranged into ·categories, such as (1) 
self-half (general, eating, dressing), (2) self··direction, 
(J) occup9. tion, (4) communication, (5) locomotlon, and ( 6) 
socialization. 
The areas of occupation, locomotion, communlcatl on, 
and socialization delineate the instruments available for 
moving toward people "t-11'hile those of self-halp and self-
"'·~· -·-
direction polnt out the necessity for the development of 
ind.ependence and self-reliance which enables the individual 
to move more confidently and thus more cornpe tently in society. 
irhe final score is computed from the tot[\1 number of 
items successfully performed, with consideration given in 
scoring for lack of opportunity and for performances which 
are ln a transitlonal si;age. The soore can then be con-
verted into social age and irito a social quotient, vl1hich 1s 
the individual's social age score d1.vided by his chronological 
age. 
The Vineland Social f1a turi ty Scale is a year-scale 1 
.J,.eQ.., the items are arranged in year groups as well as in 
simple point progression. In this respect, it ls similar to 
the Stanford-Binet scale. 
It is unllke 
-





are derived by personal interview with a sj_ngle informant. 
Tl1is informant may be someone intimately acquainted with the 
subject, or it may be the subject himself. 'rhe information 
gathered from these interviet.-lS are then evaluated by the 
examiner on the basis of standards defined in the manual. 
Objectivity is attempted. by the method of interview. 
Doll states: 
The Scale is not just a rating scale and scores are 
not to be based on mere opinion. 'I'he informant does 
not make the scoring judgment. This is done b~r the 
examiner after obtaining from the informant as much 
detail as practicable regarding behavioristic facts 
which reveal the rna~er and extent of the subject •s 
actual performance. 
It ls doubtful, how·ever, ~'lhether thls desired objec-
tivity is achieved; for the Vineland scale is subject to 
validity of verbal report, and this validity is somewhat 
dublous, especia:j.ly when possibly contamin('rt;ed by examiner 
training. 
~~he interview method, the emphasls on actual e.nd 
habitual performance, and the internal consistency 
and progression of items all serve as controls. The 
chief advantage of the use of independent inf'ormants 
is the assumed freedom from overstatement or under-
statement of fact. The reliabillty of the method under 
these condj.tions has been examined experimentally and 
statistically. and found sat1sfaotory.22 
21Ibid., p. 8. 
221J:>JSJ.., p. 10. 
i_ 
25 
.Stan.dardizatj.on data was obtatned from ten normal 
subjects of each sex at each year from ~irth to thirty years 
of age, or a total of 620 subjects. 
The re-test method for finding the coefftctent of 
reliability v.Jas used. In this way, 123 :3ub,i(:?cts -v.rere 
examined, 12 by the same examiner and sam~ j·t1formant, 68 
by the same examiner and differen·t informants, 18 by clJ.f-
ferent examiners and the same informant, and 25 subjects by 
different examiners and different informants. rrhe reexam1na-
tions extended over a period of from one day to nlne months. 
The coefficient of reliability between first c:md second 
examinations was ;92. 
Doll presents as evidence of validity the progressive 
order of difficulty of the items~ In addition, he correlated 
the estimated social ages of 250 feeble-minded subjects with 
their social-age scores, and obtained correlation coefficients 
1 
23 ranging from .73 to .97. The same procedure was followed 
for the standardization population, but the data w·ere not 
statistically treated. 
No outside criterion of social maturity is available 
with which to validate the scale. In a sense, however, the 
correlation of one variable with any other variable is an 
--------....-
.c· 
inf'iuem::re- -or-cnron?.Hogical· age 
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estimate of the validity of each, since the size of the cor• 
relation is in part a measure of the extent to which they 
. 
overlap or measure the same thing • 
.Q§:}.J,.1f.9l:!'~ Short-fgrm Test .Qf. !'ifill.lli f'Iaturtu, .. FJJ!-
menta:r::,;z; S KQ.r.rn (1.2.5.2 EgJ_tj.on). This test was used by the 
investigator in a supplementary study. It ts a group :tntel .... 
11gence test and is a part of a larger p:1rent test known as 
the Cal-ifornia Test of Nental r1atur1 ty. 
'I'he tnst samples mental processes 1n four areas: 
spatial rcllationships, logical l"'<'Jasoning_, numer1.cal reason-
ing, and verbal concepts. TV~ro summc:n•y :::;cores, Language and 
Non-language, together tvlth the four factor scores, produce 
the significant interpretive data of the test. 
The reliability coefficient of the California Shortw 
Form Test of Mental ·Maturity, Elementary, is .88. This 
coefflcient was computed wlth data from 200 individuals in 
a single grade range, grade 5. 
The validity of the test is attest2d to by its high 
oo!"re 1at1on vJith Hi 1 s obtained from individual intelligence 
tests. Beldon, a fO:r."Tler eduoati onal statistician for the 
Los J\ngeles C ountYi Schools, reported a correlat lon of 0. 88 
between the California Short-Form Test of r1enta1 Mt:tturi ty 
27 
and the Revised Stanford-Binet Tests of Inte1ligence.24 The 
manual reports that in several other studies the California 
Sl1ort-Form Tast of Hental r1aturi ty and the Stanford-Binet 
correh3.tions have exceeded 0.88. 
Altus reports a correlation of 0.77 between the.Cali-
fornia Short-Form ·:rest of NentalMaturity~ Elementary~ and 
the \!Jechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. 2 .5 The correla-
tion was based upon data received from 100 subjects, whose 
IQ's averaged 8L~ • .5 and 8h.8, respectively, The standard 
deviations tl/'ere both 1?.4 IQ units. 
III. NETHODS 1\ND PHOCEDUHE 
The subjects of the study include sixty-three boys 
and girls of a publlc elementary school in a m1ddle-class 
socio-economic district of a small city. They were selected 
according to age, sex, and intelligence. 
The subjects were normal children who were enrolled 
in grades kindergarten through sixth with an age range of .5 
years, 0 months, to 11 ye8.rs, 10 mon.th3, at the time of the 
---
24Ds.niel Beldon, "Factor Analyses of the California 
Test of 1'1ental Maturity, It (unpublished study for the Educa-
t;ional Statistlcs Section, Office of the County ~)uperintend­
ent of Schools, Los Angeles County, Los Angeles, 1938). 
25Grace T. Altus, 11 Relationsh:tps Between Verbal and 
_·.§ __ l~t. __ orn a '_en a _ fvlaturity''l1est and 
- - -fne Wec1181er- Intelligence Scale for Children, 11 ;rout?.rtC!..l .. Qf. 
Consijltlng Ps~chologx, 19:143-44, April, 195.5. 
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examination. An equal number of children are represented ln 
each year-level of the range. 
Subjects not only of average int~lligence but also 
those abQve ~nd below this range were included in the investi-
gat:ton. An attempt was made to equalize the number in each 
dlvision. 
The sex variable was controlled so that an approxi-
mately equal number of boys and girls appear in the sample. 
The racial background was controlled so that only 
native· ... born ohj.ldren of Caucasian background were includ.ed. 
in the study. 
S:C'ests were adminlstered to the subjects over a period 
of two months. The physical conditions for the admini ~3tration 
,, 
of these tests ii~Jere favorable, and all sub,jects 11.rere ooopera-
ti ve in the task. Each subject was told thB.t the experimenter 
was atti~mpting to learn more about chllclren. r:f.lhe subjects 
believed that they were offering assistance by ansvJering the 
questions that were ~~ked of them. 
All tests were adminl.stered by the expe1•imenter. Those 
employed were the ltJechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 
and the Vineland. Social r1aturtty Scale. Parents of the sub-
jeots were the lnformants for the social maturity scale. In 
all cases, the interview with the informant t-<Ja.s conducted 
subject. 
29 
The revised manual of directions clearly explains the 
meaning of each of the 117 1 terns, so that no d.ifficul ty was 
encountered in the administration of the scale. No more 
than 30 of the 117 items needed to be given to each child 
and in many cases less, because of the short range of suc-
cess and failure. 
The bases for estj.mation of academic intelligence were 
the scores obtained from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children; the basis for estimation of social maturity was 
the results of the Vineland Social Maturity Scale. 
From the data obtained on the Wechsler scale and the 
Vineland scale, correlations were made among the variables 
of chronological age, social age, intelligence quotient, and 
social quotient. 
A further correlation was made between the fathers• 
occupations, and the subjects' IQ and SQ. The mean IQ and 
the mean SQ were found for each occupational division, by 
indica·ting separately the arithmetic mean of the IQs and the 
SQs of the subjects placed in the same group as the occupa-
tions of the respective fathers. 
In a supplementary study, the California [3hort-l''orm 
Test of I'1ental ~1atur1 ty and the Vineland Social Naturi ty 
Scale were administered to thirty-five subjects who were the 
ent€U'Y 
school in vlhich the major study was conducted. The class 
consisted of thirty-five pupils, of whom twenty were boys 
and fifteen were girls. The subjects ranged in age from 
nine years, one month, to eleven years, one month, at the 
time of the examination. 
JO 
The group intell1genqe test previously mentioned was 
admtnistered to the_ class_ by_the experimenter_, and all sub- __ 
jects cooperated. 
For this study, the experimenter used the subject 
himself as the informant for the Vineland scale, and agai11 
each subject was cooperative. The interviews were conducted 
individually, and the physical conditions were favorable. 
Accuracy of recall, however, may have been an inherent dif ... 
fioulty. All interviews were completed within one month of 
the administration of the mental maturity test. 
From the data obtained from the California Short-Form 
Test of r1ental Maturity and the Vineland Social l'1aturi ty 
Scale, the experimenter correlated the variables of intel-
ligence and social m:"l.turity found among this population. 
All correlation scores of the entire study are Pearson 
product~moment coefficients of correlation. 
This chapter has been concerned with the source of 
data. and methods used in conducting the study. The nex:l:i 
chapter will present and interpret the actual correlationse 
CHAPTEH IV 
'rhe purpose of thls study is to obtaJ.n a measure of 
the relationship between intelligence and social maturity 
at the elementary school level. Data v-Jere g(l~he:r_E~_d, !;l?_(}ord-
ing to the procedures descrlbed ln a prevlous chapter, and 
were then statlstlcally treated. The results, Tlfj_ th tables 
of' que.ntified data, are presented in this chripter. 
I. CORRELi\'l1ION OP Vi\BIABLLS 
Haw scores derived from both the Hechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children and the Vlneland 5ocial Naturity Scale of 
I 
all subjects 11111 thin the aample will be found in the Appendix. 
'rhis table has been included so that the reader mt-),y examine 
both the ra:r:1g(-:: of age Emd the range of scores found within 
tt1e sample. One notes that the chronological ages vary from 
60 months to 142 months, and that the gradat;lon :1:"3 regular. 
Intervals between ages average 1.8 months; no one interval 
exceeds six months. 
~:he SA scores range from '-H3 to 166; the raD,ge of IQ 
is from 60 to 152t and that of SQ is from 70 to 147. 
The difference in rangss between Hi and SQ are r..;ho~rn 
scores are w1 thin a more limited range than the Hi seores, 
and that they tend to fall around tt1e center of the scale. 
~: r - --------- 171------
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DISTRIBUTION OF' r.l1HE INTELLIGENCE ~i,UO~~IEW.PS AND SOCIAL 
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Statistical relationships were studied by use of the 
Pearson product..,moment correlation. A two-way distribution 
of the variables, IQ and SQ, showed a regression line from 
left to right; indicating a positive relationsh1p. 26 The 
Pearson l! was found to be .8.5. The correlation between the 
______ ____y§tria'Q].e_13, __9i\. __ §U1¢l SA! _produced a correlation coefficient of ___ _ 
.87. 
The variable, IQ,. was correlated with the variable; 
CA. The scatter diagram indicates a negligible amount of 
relationship. The coefficient of the correlation was .02. 
CA was next correlated with SQ. It was apparent that 
here, too, there was an indifferent amount of relationship. 
The coefficient of thts correlation was -.08. 
SQ was correlated with SA. A scatter diagram indicated 
that there was a slightly positive relationship between the 
two variables. The Pearson .r. formula produced a coefficient 
of 129. -
IQ was then correlated with SA. The regression line 
indicated a slightly positive relationship. The coefficient, 
as computed by the Pearson~ formula. was .)4. 
For the reader's convenience~ the total results of 
these 1ntercorrelations have been assembled in Table II, page 
34. 
26 Allen L. Edwards, Statist ica;L. 1:te,.thogs for .th~ 1?!-'l'lE:l!.-
ioral Soienc~.J1 {New York: Rlnehart and Company, 19.54), p. 144. 
)4 
TABLE li 
SUNJI1ARY OF INTERCOBREJ..ATED VARIABLES 
CA SA IQ SQ 
-·~ - ... 
CA 
SA .87 ----·----------
IQ -.02 .)4 
SQ ..... 08· .29 .8.5 
·---------- ------------- ------------- ------
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TABLE III 
t1EANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES, SOCIAL 












Using Garrett's termlnology, we can say that the cor-
relation between IQ and sq is "high"; between CA and SA, the 
correlat:\.on is uh1gh 11 ; the cor:r•elatton b€!tv.reen Hi and ~;A, 
and between 3Q, and S.l\. ls ''J.Ot•T but present''; an.d between IQ 
ferent or neg11glble,n 
rL'able III~ page 35 J incU.cates the rnear.w and the standard 
deviations of the follolfrlng variables: chronological ages, 
social ages, 1ntellj.gence quotients, and soc~.a1 quotients. 
'l'be mean CA is 102.30; a11.d the mean JA is 107.70, 
re::.mltlng in a favorable correlation as shmm :l.n 1:Pable III, 
page 35. The standard deviations, 24.65 and 29.39, indicate 
the range, or spread, of CA and SA found vvi thin the g1•oup. 
It 1r::J lnterestlng to note that SA devlates from the mean even 
more extremely than CA. 
'rhe mean \.JISC IQ of 10.3.1-W and the mean :Y.t of 105.LJ-O 
ind1cater3 another favorable relationship; this ls :i.n accord 
with the correlation coefficient previously stated. The 
standard deviation of the IQ is 20.15; this lncUcates the 
wide range of intelligence found 'Ni thln the sam~)le. 'J:he 
standard deviation of SQ is 12.80; this is considerably lower, 
and polnts out that the individua.l zUffererwes (or individual 
deviattons from the mean) in the sq of the [:i;roup o.re less 
ever~ that this manj.festation is an artifaet of the inade-
quacy of the ends of the Vineland scale. 
One purpose of this study was to obtain a relation-
ship between intelligence and social maturity, or IQ and SQ, 
for a selected sample. The computed coefficient between the 
two variables is .85. It is possible that the range of CA 
in the sample has contamins.ted the H~-SQ correlation. 
Guilford s·tates: 
JJ-------------------- ----- ---~-- -~~- ~ -~ -~--~--~-~-- ~- -~-~~~---- ~~---- --------~ --- -~----- ---
When indices such as IQ, EQ (educational quotient), 
or AQ (achievement quotient) are correlated with each 
other, ~ is markedly influenced by the fact that these 
ratios have in common such factors as chronological age 
and mental age. IQ's from tt\l'O different tests are 
derived. from the MA's obtained from the two tests each 
divided by the same CA. If there is a range of Ci~ in 
~he group correlated, this fact in itself introduces 
some positive correlation.27 
McNemar, however, points out: 
There are instances, however, in which an analysis of 
the interrelations of ratios is of just as much import 
as the analysis of the variables for which the indexes 
are obtained, and therefore it does not follow what the 
correlation between ratios having a common denominator 
is necessarily misleading. 
It has been asserted that the correlation between IQ's 
derived from two tests or two forms of the same test 
will be spuriously high because of the common variable 
d.enominator., age. It can be shown, however, that such 
a correlation will not be spurious unless the two sets 
of IQ's are correlated with age. If the IQ-vs.-age cor-
relations are both positive or both negative, the index 
correlation will be spuriously high; if one is negative 
and the other positive, spuriously low. Thus rather 
than make a blanket statement to the effect that the 
correlation between IQ's is spuriously high, we should 
say that it can be spurlously high or low or not ~'Qurious 
at all, according to the IQ-vs .... age correlations. 2B 
- --- -- ----27------- ... 
1J2.19.,., p. 328: 
28Quinn McNemar 9 ]?s;y:ohologic..§tl. Statistics (New York: 
John Wkley and Sons, Inc., 1955), p. 163. 
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The investigator analyzed .the interrelation of IQ and 
SQ by correlating each w1th CA. It was found that the rela-
tionship between both IQ-vs.~CA, and SQ~vs.~CA was of an 
ind.ifferent or negligible amount. From McNemar •s viewpoint, 
this HOuld indicate that the correlation between IQ and SQ. 
is not spurlo)..lsly high beoa.use of the common variable denomi-
nator, ·age. 
The investigator also prepared scatter diagrams, or 
correlation t<tbles, for each year level within the sample. 
In this way, the CA range in each correlation table v-1as 
minimized.-
Figures 2 through 8 (pages 39, Lf.O, 41, 42, 43, 4l.f-, 
and 45) show the IQ-SQ relationship found from the five-
year-old level through the eleven-year-old level. In each 
figure. IQ is assigned toY, and SQ is assigned to X. 
It is necessary to note that the sample in each age ... 
level is limited to nine subjects; one cannot be conclusive 
t\1'1 th such small numbers, but the regression lines do seem to 
indicate that the range of CA in the total sample has not 
been a disrupting intervening variable. 
This hypothesis was further tested by the partial 
corr>elation method. This is a mathematical procedure by 
which one can estimate the correlation. betNeen two variables 
.38 
A partial correlation between two thine;s is one that. 
nullifies the effect of a third variable {or a number 
of other variables) upon both the variables being cor-
related ••• If we want to know the correlation between 
• • • and • • • with the influence of age ruled out, we 
could, of course, keep samples separated and compute ~ 
at each age level. But the paetial-correlation teohntque 
enables us to accomplish the same result without frao~ 
turing data into homogeneous groups. 29 
It has peen indicated previously that linearity of 
regression exists for both IQ on CAJ and SQ on SA. It is 
possible, therefore, to correlate the deviations from the 
two regression lines, and compute a partial correlation 
coefficient. Using thls technique, 1:12 represents the 
coefficient of correlation fiound between IQ and SQ; J!lJ 
represents the correlation coefficient between CA and IQ, 
and .!!23 indicates the coefficient of the correlatlon between 
CA and SQ. The partial corl"elat ion coefficient 1 represented 
by ~12 .3 • is • 853.. (See Table X). In other '{t,rords, the cor-
relation between IQ and SQ with CA held constant is .853. 
The correlation between IQ and SQ with no nullification of 
CA is .853. This seems to clearly indicate that the age 
· heterogene1 ty 1dthin the sample probably has not produced 
an artifically high correlation. 
29 . 
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FIGURE 8 
CORRELATION TARLE INDICATING THE INTELLIGENCE 
QUOTIENT ... SOCIAL QUOTigNT RELATIONSHIP 
AT THE ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD AGE-LEVEL 
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II. RANGE OF' 30CIAL C0rftl?ETm>JCY 
A Becondary purpose of thi.s study of the relationship 
between intelllgence and soclal matur:i. ty at the elementary 
school level Nas to ascertain the range of soc:tal competency 
found ed:; var:i.ous intellectual levels i!v:l.thin the sample. 
---Por-~c-h1-s-pul"pOi3e ,-the inte 11-igenoE:-quotlents- were--------------
divided into three groups: (1) :tnteJ.lj.gence quotients of 
110 and above, (2) intelligence quotients of 90 to 109, and 
(3) l:ntclJ.igence quottent~l of 89 and below. AccordJ.ng to 
this criterlon, the intellectual span of the sample was 
grouped into dlvisions of "high intellectual abtlity," 
"average intellectual abll:i.ty, 11 and 11 low intellectual 
ability. 11 ~rable V, page 48, ind:i.cates the rermlts of thlfJ 
catego1:>lzat1on. ri'he group cJ.asslfied as having a 11 high 
inte11eotual 1evel 11 has a mean IQ of 127.71, and a mean sq 
of 119.71. 'J:he "average ability group 11 shows a mean IQ, of 
101.6'?, and a mean SQ of 102.05. ~L'he "low ability group 11 
has a mean lGt of 8l.?L~, and a mean :SQ of 95.81. 
It is interesting to note that :::JQ is lnferlor- to Hl 
at the upper range, but superior at the lower range. 
'l'l.1is analysli3 was carried further, and the IQ-SQ, 
relationship was ascertained for each r'1A level found wi thln 
the sample. '.PabJ.e VI indicates the meB.n 1'1A, the mean JQ, 
---and-the--mean-SQ-of each f1A year-level- from-36- months -to--191 
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TABLE V 
f,1EAN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND ;SOCIAL Q.UO'.riENTS 
OF THREE INIJ.1ELLECTUAL CLAS:3IFICATIONS 
48' 
I. Q. Range Mean I. Q. Mean s. Q. 
152-·115 
109-93 
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NEAN II\J'l1ELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND SOCIAL QUOTIENTS 
OF r1EN'l'AL AGE LEVELS \.-IITHIN THE SAf'JPLE 
-·"""'*" 
M. A. Bange Mean M. A. Mean I. (,l. Mean s. 
--- - .. - ..... 
191-180 mos. 187 132 117 
179 ... 168 mos. 176~.5 132.5 112 
167-156 mos. 160 127 114 
155-144 mos. 150 115.5 110 
143-132 mos. 137 118.6 111 
131-120 mos. 125.8 107.6 110 
119-108 mos. 112.8 107 107 
107- 96 mos. 99.8 102 111 
9.5 .... 84 mos. 90 100,8 102.6 
8) .... 72 mos. 79 91 97 
71• 60 mos. 65.5 89 103.2 
59- ~·8 mos. 54 85 92 
47- 36 mos. 36 60 80 





MEAN INTELLIGENCE QU01'IENTS AND SOCIAL Q,UOTIBWl1S OF 
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c. A. Range I1ean C. A. Mean I. Q. r1ean s. Q. 
--------------------------------------~-·-------u-·~-u--~~ 
143-132 mos. 
131 .. 120 mos. 
119-108 mos. 
107- 96 mos. 
95- 84 mos. 
83- 72 mos. 























The tendency for IQ to exceed SQ when IQ. is high; and 
for SQ. to exceed IQ when IQ is low is again clearly indicated. 
One must note, however, that all subjects within thiS 
f'IIA range of 36 to 191 months have a minimum chronological age 
of 60 months. r.rhj.s indicates that the Rubjects within the 
!1A range of 36 to 59 months are within the retarded in tel-
leotual range. 
The IQ-SQ relationship was then determined for each 
CA year-level found within the sample. Table VII,.page 50, 
indicates the mean CA 1 the mean IQ, and the mean SQ of each 
CA year ... level from 60 months to lL~J months, or from .5 years 
to 12 years of age. An equal number of each of the three 
-~nt'elleotual levels was found in each CA grouping, and there ... 
fore the discrepancy between IQ and SQ. at the various age 
levels is not outstanding. In this categorization, SQ. tends 
to exceed JQ to a slight degree at all age levels. 
An analysis of the relationship of social status to 
intelligence level and. social competency became cmother part 
of' this study. Paternal occupation was employed as the 
c~1ter1on of social status. and the sixty-three subjects of 
the sameple were classified. according to the parental occupa ... 
tional classifications published by the United. States Depart .... 
ment of Labor.30 The occupational groupings are as follows: 
--------- 30u1'l.i-t~d Stat~s D~p~~tment of Labor J D-l~tiona;cy Qi nn m -------
9poyp.atj,onaJ. 't'-tlu, Part II, T:t tles and Codes (Washington: 
United States Go,rernment Printing Office, 1939) .. 
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(1) Professional and managerial. (2) Clerical and sales, (3) 
Service, (4) Agriculture, fishery, forestry, and kindred, 
(5) Skilled, (6) Semi·skilled, and (?) Unskilled. 
Table VIII indicates the .number of relatecl subjects 
in each grouping, and the mean IQ and SQ of each group. 
It will be noted that the number of subjects identified 
wl th pet ternal occupations in the table is 60, and the number 
of subjects in the investigation is 63. The remaining three 
children have not been classified because the father of' one 
was unemployed, ancl the fathers of the other two T:Jere not 
living in the home at the time of the examination. 
Classification of occupations was judged according to 
the standards of the United States Department of Labor; how-
ever, it should be pointed out that the ttinvestigator" of 
Group III is an investigator for the U. s. Department of 
Internal Hevenue and has had a high degree of training for 
his positton. Also, the 11 viney~:n~dists 11 and 11 ranchers" of the 
community under study are an atypical group· of the listed 
.social status rating, for they tend to exceed the limits of 
the socio-economic conditions normally afforded thls group. 
A mor•e accurate reflection of the paternal occupational 
groupings, as found within the geographic area from which the 
sample was taken, t-Jould be that in which groups III and IV, 
t----------;;:~,;~..-.------"-'u::::..k'-¥-\,..\j..!;~hQI.I.------l'~":-J.-eulture, wouJ d bA eleva ted to sub-
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(b) Semi~ medical 
professional technician (2) 
(c) Managerial 







































VI. Semi-skilled welder 1 87 100 
Name of Group 
VII. Unskilled 





iron works sorter 
shelf stocker 
truck loader 







la bore.r ( 4) 
No. of 
related Mean Mean 
subjects IQ SQ 
in each 
grQ@ 
13 86.5 97.8 
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The table then reveals a tendency for.IQ to decrease 
'\!Ji th the <1esoent on the occupation:::tl sce..le. E:JQ also de<n•eases, 
but not in the same pattern, for it tends to rise above IQ 
at the 1o~l!<?r levels. ri'his agreea vJith T8.ble V, page L~8, in 
which it was noted that SQ exceeds IQ at the lower levels 
an<1 thot IQ exceeds Sl.~ at the upper levels. 
It ls intoref::lting; to note thc:d; ther·e appears to be 
more var :lat ion ln 1nte llectual ability than the:t•e ls in social 
competency amonf~~ the V[-:l.rlous group:i.ngs. 
\~hen :tnterpretln[s this table~ one mu~;t be cognizant of 
the fact tha.t there are varying numbers of sub,)eot.s within 
each grouplng, and that this ln 1 tself may tend to~1ard pre-
sentj:ng a. spurious comparison; however, j_ t does :lnClJ.cate a 
general tr·cmd of the relationship betTJveen Hi ancl ::>0,, and 
parentD.l oceup::i. ti ons. 
'I'his concludes the Cl.ata that were d.er1.ved from the 
ma,j or study, in which the relnt ions hlp of IQ and '3Q vvas 
ascerta1.ned in a sample of Bixty--three elementary c-1chool 
children :l'angtng from tr1e grade level of 1d.ndorgarten 
through. that of s lxth grEtd.e. 
III. Z)UPPLEHEWI'AHY :.3TUDY 
A supplementary inve,~;tigatlo:n l\l'EtS mac1e ln a Gpeoific 
fourth grade population of tho same school. Tho pQPposo of 
this study was to note tl1.e :c•esults of a oorrelt:OJ.tl on bet'!-'Jeen 
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IQ and SQ in a sampling tnat was more random, more "bell-
shaped11 in ability levels, e.nd more limited in age range than 
the primary study. Other variations were: (1) the Cali-
fornia Test of Mental Maturity was employed as a measure of 
intelligence, and (2) the subjeots,acted as their own 
informants on the Vineland Social Maturity Scale. 
A table conteJ.ning individual raw scores derived from 
the CTMM and the VSMS may be found in the Appendix. A 
population.of thirty-five subjects composed of twenty boys 
and fifteen girls are found. in this fourth grade population. 
Chronological age ranges from 109 months to 133 months, 
whj.le social age ranges from 127 months to 136 months. ICi 
ranges from 79 to 132, while SQ ranges from 98 to 124e 
The polygon in Figure 9 graphically illustrates these 
ranges. Again one notes that the SQ scores are within a more 
limited. range than the IQ scores and that they tend to fall 
around the center of the scale. 
As in the major study; statistical relationships t-le:re 
studied by the use of the Pearson product-moment correlation. 
The variables, CA, MA, SA, IQ, and SQ, were interoorrelated, 
and the results are :tndica·ted in Table IX, page 58. One 
will note a· oorrelatlon coefficient of • .38 betlt/een the 
variables 1 IQ and .SQ; this represents na low correlation. n31 
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INTERCORHELATED VARIABLES WITHIN TiiE FOURTH GRADE SAI1PLE 
CA SA IQ. SQ. j· 
CA 
J:1A .08 
SA .46 .L1-9 
IQ - .. 30 .. 2,5 




A correlation between MA and. SA produced a coefficient of 
.49; this represents "a substantial. or marl{ed relationship. n 
An I:. of • 08 was found in the relationship of CA to r1A; this 
suggests "a negligible relationship. tt An SA-CA correlation 
yie ld.ed an 1: of l46 1 indicating 11 a sub$tEmtial relations hip. 11 
The correlation coefficient of CA-IQ is ~.30, which is below 
the critical point that'aarrett classifies as 11 a substantial 
rele,tj.onship, 11 while the CA .. SQ correlation of -.42 is td thin 
the lo~n~r level of this categorizaticn.o Correlation of the 
variables SA and IQ produced a coefficient of ~25, which 
represents 11a low correlation, 11 while that of SA-SQ yielded 
an .r. of .49, suggesting "a marked relationship. 11 Table X 
indicates the means and the standard deviations of the 
variables. 
In the fourth grade population, there were twenty 
boys and fifteen girls. The investigator' sought to detex•mine 
sex differences; if any, among the IQ and SQ scores of the 
group. The mean CA, ·t;he mean I<:t, and the mean SQ were com-
puted for both the boys and the girls. Table X indlcates 
the results. The mean CA. of the boys is 120 months, while 
that of the girls is 11'7. rrhis tells us that, as a group, 
the girls are slightly younger than the boys. The mean IQ 
of the boys is 103; the mean IQ of nhe girls is 109. This 
~---------+~~~~~hl&~t~, as a group~~e-bftoy~-s~+ix~l-I~Q~--------~----­
by Six points. The mean SQ of the boys is 108; the mean SQ 
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of the girls is 111. The SQ of the girls exceeds that of 
the boys by three points. In this analysis, it appears that 
the girls slightly exceed the boys in both IQ and SQ, and 
that the excess is less in amount in SQ than it is in IQ; 
however, the difference in neither IQ nor SQ. is marked. It 
must be pointed out, however, that the sex varj.ables are not 
equated, and that the number i:h each group is relatively 
small. A larger population would yield a more accurate 
analysis. 
This chapter has presented and interpreted the data 
collected in investigating the relationship between intel-
ligence and social maturity at the elementary school level. 
Further analysis of these findings appears h1 t~1e next 
sectiono 
TABLE X 
r1EANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP CHRONOLOGICAL AGES, 
MENTAL AGES, SOCIAL AGES, IN'"rELLIGENCE QUOTIEN'rS, 
AJ\JD SOCIAL Q,UOTIENTS OF THE SUP?LEHENTAHY sr_ruDY 
CA f'IA SA IQ 
61 
SQ 
Mean 118.78 124 • .55 130.28 105.28 109.18 
Standard 5.65 1.5.06 7.04 13.31 10.4 Deviation 
~ . •.. ~ .... ... _. 
CHAPTEH V 
ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS 
There have been relatively few studies made of the 
rele,tionship between intelligence and social m:1turity at the 
elementary level. 'rhe results of previous investigations 
have been presented in Chapter II. In this chapter of the 
thesis, the statistics obtained in the present study are 
compared with former investigations of similar materials. 
In all cases, unlesg otherwise noted, the references to 
previous studies were obtalned from Chaptex· II. 1~he signifi-
cance of the correlation coefficients from the study also 
will be evaluated. 
I • EVALUATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF' THE F'lNDINGS 
Hange .Qf 19 ~ :§SJ. .soorft§.. In both the major and the 
supplementary study, the SQ scores fall within a more 
limited range than the IQ scores. One possible reason for 
this may be in the structure of the Vineland Social r1aturity 
Scale, from which the SQ sc0res are derived. The items in 
the Vineland 3cale are more limited in number than those ~.n 
the vJISC; therefore, the number of areas in which the sub ... 
jects may scor~ is more limited. 
-----------,l;'r,-f;-;l'he-V1oo1and scale ta---m~-weigted w-i-th ltem-s~--------­
appropriate to the early stages of maturation ancl has 
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progressively fewer items toward the upper levels. The year 
differences becorne less meaningful toward ·t;he superio:r-
levels, due to the compression effect of the ultimate ceil-
ing of maturation. In comparing the WISC and the Vineland 
scale, it is apparent that there ts less measurement of 
individual dJ.fferenoes ln terms of varied functions as well 
as of altitude in the upper limits of the social maturity 
scale. 
Parental and communtty culture may also affect the 
social maturity scores of the subjects. Scores on items as, 
"Goes about home town freely," or, "Is left to care for self 
or others 1 11 may be a reflection of the culture of the family, 
rather than the ability of the child. 
Di.§.cr~J2.anoy .lJl ~ aJ;!.<i ~ sco.ru & J.owe.x. ~ up:ger. 
,1ntell§otuSf1l ley:els. The findings of this study indicate 
that there is a greater spread in IQ than there is in SQ, as 
measured and defined by the HISC and the Vineland scale. 
There is a tendency for IQ to exceed SQ when IQ is high, and 
for 8(~ to exceed IQ when IQ is low. It is possible that 
this, too, m.ay be al'l artifact of' the inadequacies of the 
upper and lower limits of the Vineland scale. Bradway 
observed in her samplj.n.g, alsog that SQ was superior to IQ. 
at the lower IQ range, but inferior at the upper range .32 
32 See page 10. 
Lurie reported similar results in a study made in 
1940 at the Child Guidance Home for the Jewish Hospital in 
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C 1ncinna tL The Stanford·B1net scale and the Vi.neland Social 
Maturity Scale were administers~ to 140 patients, whose ages 
ranged from three to twenty-two years. The mean age was 
11.8. These children, of whom eighty-five were boys and 
fifty-five were girls, had been referred for study at the 
Child Guidance Home. The problem this group presented was 
the usual type treated at child guidance clind:es. From the 
. sociological standpoint, the group as a whole :represented a 
cross-section Of a fairly typical entire community. Lurie 
noted in his study that 1 at the lower end of the IQ scale 
where the mean IQ was 4o. the mean SQ was approximately 26% 
greater than the mean IQ.; while at the other extreme of the 
scale, where the mean IQ. was 140, the mean SQ. was about 31% 
lower than the mean IQ.33 
Q.Q.-.YJ?.rj.ation .Qf.. l.9r ,apg. .§.£ with J2..Qsit1o.n on :Q_arental 
.QQQU"Q<at!onal 13_c_cal.ft. The results of this study reveal a 
tendency for IQ and SQ to decrease with the descent of the 
position on the parental occupational scale. Louttit and 
Watson reported a slmilar trend in their study in 1941 • 
.33Louis A. Lurie • Maur•ice Newburger, Florence N. 
~--------~~~~~-~.~~~~u~1Hs~a~c~.--AO~~~~~telligenee Quotient and 
Social Quotient" (Diagnostic and Prognostic Significance of 
Differences) 1 .:.rl.lll American Jou~n,$1J,, .Qf. OrthO;Q§!YCQ~@tr·x,, 
11:111-17, January, 1941. 
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Wilson, however, reported an increase of IQ and SQ in going 
down the occupational scale in her study in 19.39. She sug-
gested that the results may have been spurious due to the 
difference in number of cases in each group. It will also be 
noted that her sample was small in number, a total of thirty 
subjects, and. therefore, limited in soope. 
F. L. Goodenough (1928) made a study of the relation-
ship of intelligence to parental occupation with a sample 
of .380 children who ranged in age from eighteen months to 
fifty-four months. The Kuhlmann-Binet Intelligence Scale 
was administered.; and a modified form of the Barr and 'raussig 
scales was used to classify occupations. The findings J:'eve~lled 
a significant drop in intelligence test scores when going 
down the scale of occupational classification of fathers.34 
M. E. Haggerty and H. B. Nash (1924) inve8tigated the 
relationship of IQ scores and paternal occupations. The 
range of scores of children whose fathers \-vere in profes-
sional positions \'las 70 to f77; the median score was 116. 
The range of scores of children whose fathers were in 
unskilled occupations was 51 to 146; the median score was 
89. Haggerty concluded, "the occupation of the father may 
J4F. L. Goodenough; 11 The Relationship of Intelligence 
o{ Pre-School Children to the Occupation of Their Fathers • 11 
Amerigap. Journal of Psychology, l4-Q: 284 ... 94, June, 1928. 
be considered as a rough index to the intelligence of the 
child. u35 
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Abse.n~ .Qf.. s~~ differen~£ 1.n IQ, a,nd ~. In the sup-
plementary study of thirty-five fourth~grade students, it 
t1as found that there was no marked sex difference in IQ an.d 
sQ-.- -Loutti t-ana--t!J~:rtson also- found no ind1catTori-of-€fignH·r;;---- -
. . 6 
cant sex differe.nces. J 
This may be partially explained by the structurlng of 
the tests. It is usually customary, in developing and 
standardizing intelligence scales, to eliminate those items 
upon which the two sexes consistently perform differently.37 
In constructing the Vineland Social Maturity Scale, 
Doll states: 
We had to decide whether to have a separate scale for 
each sex, or a single scale for both sexes. For practi-
cal reasons, a single scale offers decided advantages. 
This required that items which show presumptive or demon~ 
strated sex differences be excluded and only~ghose items 
retained which are applice.ble to both sexes • ..~ 
35r-t. E. Haggerty and H. B. Nash, "Mental Capacity of 
Children S:hd1Parental Occupa:tj.on," tl_Q)lrna:L Qf. ]iduoe:ti?.ri~l 
f§YQ~91ogx, 15:559-73, March, 1924. 
3Ss'p.-" ·p·ag"" 11 -~>'.J .... o . • 
37wechs1er, QR. cit., p. 144. 
38ooll, .QQ • .Qll.., p. 42. 
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Both Doll and Weohsler39 have attempted to eliminate 
items to which boys and girls respond differently. It would 
seem that this may be a contributing factor in explaining 
the absence of sex differences in IQ and SQ scores of this 
fourth~grade sampling. 
major study, which comprised a selected sample of sixty-
three elementary school children in grades kindergarten 
throvgh sixth, revealed a correlation coefficient of .8) 
between intelligence, as defined by the \VISC, and. social 
maturity, as defined by the Vineland Scale of Social Maturity. 
This result is similar to Bradway's study in 1938 of 310 
grade-classifj.ed children in the Ann J. Kellogg Eleme11tary 
School in Battle Creek, Michigan. She reported a correla ... 
tion of .73 between the MA and SA of the population, which 
is greater in number, but simihlr in classification to the 
investigator's sample.L~O In 1939, Deinzer reported a cor-
relation of • 74· betv-Ieen the f1A and SA of 1'-1-'7 children from 
the nursery school through the sixth grade at the University 
of Michigan Elementary. School. 41 This· correlation parallels 
39oavid Wechsler, \vechslet, 1ntQ:U.,,3,gepQSt SQ~Jl f,o~ 
Chi'].drep, Manual (New York: 'rhe Psycholog:tce.l Corporation, 
1949), p. '(. 
40see page 9. 
41see page 13. 
I 
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that of Bradt-Jay • s, and is comparable to the findi.ngs of the 
present study. 
The investigator's supplementary study, which was a 
selected group composed of a population of the thirty-five 
students in one fourth grade of the same correlation of .38 
between the variables of intelligence, as defined by the 
California ~.rest of Mental Maturity, and social ma.tul .. ity, as 
defined by the Vineland Scale of Social Maturity. 
The Louttit and Watson study, in 1941, of 120 children 
in the first grades of four city schools in Bloomington, 
Indiana, revealed a correlation of .]78 between IQ and SQ. 42 
Nargaret T. Hilson's study, in 1939, of thirty girls 
in grades five and six in a parochial school in the vicinity 
of New York yielded a correlation of .90 between the variables, 
IQ and SQ. 43 
The correlation coefficient found in the Louttit and 
Watson study is almost identical to the one derived in this 
investigation; the coefflcient founcl in the Hilson study is 
considerably greater. Results vary from age .... range, and lt 
is to be noted that the Wilson study was composed of' two 
grade-levels, while that of Louttit and Watson's, and also 
that of the present stud.y 1 was composed of a single grade-
level. 
42see pages 10·11. 
43see page 11. 
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~~chomet~ :tnegu~l!ties. When evaluating the 
results of any of these studies, it is necessary to be 
cognizant of the marked differences in both the content and 
the examining procedures of the two scales. The content of 
the ~nsc involves sampling of performance at a particular 
time, while that of the Vineland scale is confined to verbal 
report of historic performance. The examining procedure of 
the WISC is observation; that of the Vineland scale is the 
interview. 
There is also a marked difference in the methodological 
and statistical philosophies of the two instruments. This is 
an area of study of some complexity, and will not be explored 
in the current investigation; it is a possibility, however, 
for further research. 
II. DISCREPANCY BETJ;JEEN THE t1IAJO.H STUDY 
AND THE SUPPLEI1ENTABY srrUDY 
Jny§stige.t!on. .P.f. t1.vo s&mp;le.§.. Two separate samples 
were investigated in this study. One was composed of sixty-
three grade-classified children, and this study yielded an 
IQ-SQ. oo:r•relation of • 85. 'I'he other sample was composed of 
thirty-five children of one fourth~grade classroom, and a 
corresponding study yielded an IQ-SQ correlation of .)8. 
----------------~~ere 1s a dis~repaney-b~~wecn the eorree±laa~t+.1.Bo~n~--------------------­
coeff1.cients of these tt-ro investigations. This may be 
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partially explained by the sampling procedures used in each. 
The sample of the major study was larger in number and com-
prised a greater age and intellectual range. The supple-
mentary study involved fewer subjects with a more limited 
range of abilities. Most authorities would agree that a 
restriction in range of talent tends to produce a smaller 
coefficient. HoNemar states: 
The magnitude of the correlation coefficient varies 
with the degree of heterogeneity (with respect to the 
traits being correlated) of the sample. If !ATe are d.re:t'I-
ing a sample from a group which is restricted in range 
with regard to either oz;
4 
both variables1 the correlations 
will be relatively low~ 
Another element to consider is that the measuring 
devices in the major study differed from those in the sup-
plement;ary r3tudy.. An individual intelligence test, the 
WISC 1 was used :l.n the pl ... imary inves tigationt while the 
result~s of a group intelligence test, the CTf1r1, were used in 
the supplementary study. Most authori·cies would agree that, 
as a measuring device, the \IJISC is moN~ accurate than. the 
CTMM. 
A third element is that the children of the four·th .. 
grade population acted as their own informants on the Vine-
land Social Maturity Scale; in the major study, thls 
44Qu1nn McNemar, Psycholo~~9~l Stati~~~~~ (New York: 
----------~J~o~h~n~W~i±l~ey-an4-SBn~~~o~.~,~l~9~5~5~)h,~ph.~l~li~9~.---------------------------------
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information was supplied by parents or guardlans. The chil-
dren may have been less objective, and perhaps more self" 
critical, in their evaluation of social maturity. 
Conclusion. ln assessing the value of a correlation 
coefficient. factors which may have influenced the condi-
tions under which tr1e coefficient was obtaj.ned, should be 
considerEJd. The gener&.l implication~ howevet•, of the cor-
relation of .85 between intelligence and social maturity 
in the major sample is that social ny-1turity is related to, 
and a part of, intelligence. 
1rhe corre1.a ti on of • 38 betNeen intelligence and social 
maturity in the supplementary study which is composed of a 
smaller group with less age and intellectual range implies 
that the general relationship, as seen ln the major study, 
cannot be applied to the prediction of performance in a 
small group or of an individual student. '11he relations hip 
is valid in predicting the performance of students in 
general, but much less valid in predicting incU.vidual per ... 
formance. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUI"lML\RY, CONCLUSIONS 1 AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the fintl.·ft 
ings of the previous chapters. The investigator's con-
clusions a:r•e presented, and recommendations for related 
studi{~ s ~1.re made. 
I. SUI1f1ARY 
This study has been an attempt to determine the fol-
lowing: (1) the nra.ture and extent of correlation between 
intelligence and social maturity of two selected samples at 
the elementary school level; and (2) the extent of social 
maturity attained at various intellectual levels. 
A survey of previous studies showed that investigations 
specifically concerned with the relationship of intelligence 
and social maturity of normal children are few in number. A 
review of the available previous investigations indicated 
some ag1~eement in cone 1 us ions. All indicated pos 1 ti ve cor-
relat1.on betHeen intelligence and social maturity; the size 
of the coefficients, however, varied from .)78 to .90. 
Four of the five previous investigations revealed a 
tendency for intelligence to exceed social maturity when IQ 
~--------~_u~~~~~~~~~~~~o-exce~~~~~~lh~e~n~-----------­
IQ is low. A fifth study found social maturity to be superior 
to intelligence at the hlgh IQ. range. 
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The present study employed a sample of. sixty-three 
children enrolled at the George Washington Elementary ~"lchool 
in Lodi, California. The subjects had a chronological age 
range of fl ve years to eleven years and ten mon.ths, and an 
IQ range of 60 to 152 on the lvechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children. Actual grade placements included kindergarten 
through the sixt.h grade. The sample consisted of an approx-
imately equal number of boys and girls; all were Caucasian; 
and all came from a predominantly middle-class socio-economic 
neighborhood. 
~Phe variables of intelligence and social me,turity were 
measured by means of standard.ized tests, namely, the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children, and the Vineland Social 
·Maturity Scale. The Vineland Social !1aturi ty Scale purports 
to measure personal maturation by an SQ ratlo, which is the 
individual's social age divided by his chronologica). age. 
rrhe WISC measures IQ by cleviatlon quotient~ whtch indicates 
the amount by which a subject devlates above or below the 
average performance of his own age group. 
A supplementary study utilized a sample of thirty-
five subjects NhO were the population of a fourth-grade 
class in the elementary school in whtch the major study was 
conducted. The subjects ranged from nine years and. one 
month to eleven years and one month. The class consisted of 
twenty boys and fifteen girls; they had an intelligence 
quotient range of 79 to 132. To this group, the Vineland 
Social Maturity Scale and the California Short-Form Test of 
Mental Maturity wel:'e administered. 
In both studies, the SQ scores fell withj.n a more 
limited range than the IQ scores. The Pear·3on-product• 
moment coefficient of correlation was employed in the 
statistical analysis df data. 
In the major stucly, an I! of .8.5 was obtained between 
intelligence and social maturity. 'l'hi s is statistically 
interpreted as a high correlation, It was then the con-
cel:'n of the investigator that possibly the range of CA in 
the sample had contributed toward a spurious correlation. 
With this in mind, the interrelation of IQ and SQ was 
further analyzed by correlating each with CA.. It was found 
that the relationship between IQ-vs .... CA, and. SQ-vs ..... cA, was 
of an indifferent or negligible amount. This would sug-
gest that CA had not affected the IQ-SQ correlation. 
The investigator then prepared correlation tables 
for each year level within the sample.. In this manner, the 
·CA range in each correlation table was minimized; the regres-
sion lines continued to show high positive correlations. 
The intel:'relation.ship of IQ and SQ was further tested 
by the part:tal correlation method. The .r. between IQ and. SQ 
s • S,5. This coincided. with tb e 
previous correlation between IQ and SQ in which there had 
I 
been no nullification of CA. It was, therefore, assumed by 
the investigator that the age heterogeneity within the 
sample had not produced a spurious effect upon the IQ-SQ 
correlation. 
Thesis data were further investigated, and group dif• 
ferences were analyzed. The group classified e,s having a 
11 high intellectual level 11 had a mean IQ of 127.71, and a 
mean SQ of 119.71. The "average ability group" showed a 
mean lQ of' 101.67, and a mean SQ of 102.0.5. 'J:he "lottJ' ability 
group" had a mean IQ of 81.74, a.nd a mean SQ of 9.5.81. This 
indicates that for th].s sampling, SC.), was inferior to IQ at 
the upper range~ but superior at the lower range. 
'.Phe analysis was carried further, and the IQ-S<~ 
relationship ~-vas ascertained for each MA year-level found 
~'li thin the sample. ~!:he tendency for IQ to exceed SQ when IQ 
is high, and for SQ to exceed IQ when IQ is low was again 
indicated for these subjects. 
The IQ-SQ relationship was determined for each CA year 
level found within the sample. In this. categorization, in 
which there Nas an equal number of each of the three intel-
lectual levels in each CA grouping, SQ tended to exceed IQ 
to a slight degree at each of the age levels. 
rrhe relationshlp )of intelligence and social maturity 
to soc 
the criterion of social status, and the sixty-three pupils 
I 
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of the sample were classified according to the seven parental 
occupational classifications described by the United States 
Department of Labor. The arialysls revealed a tendency for 
IQ to decrease with the descent of the occupational scale. 
SQ also decr•eased; but not in the same pattern, for it 
tended to rise above IQ at the lower• levels. 
'I1he supplementary study of thi:t"ty-five pupils in one 
fou:t"th-grade revealed an~ of .38 between intelligence, as 
defined by the CTNM, and social maturity, as define.d by the 
Vineland scale on a pupil-informant. 
;Sex differences in IQ and SQ. scores of this second 
selected sample were investigated. The girls exceeded the 
boys by 6.08 points in IQ and by ).06 points in SQ; this 
does not show a marked sex difference. These results; how-
ever, must be regarded to~Ji th some amount of caution~ for the 
s~x variable was not precisely equated~ and the number in 
each sex group NBS r<~latively small.-
II. CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of the investigation, summarized above, 
the follo·wing conclusions are set forth. All conolusior1s 
are t;o be cons ide red tentative due to the small numbers of 
subjects involved; all :numerical and statistical data of the 
~-----=~~-a~~~~~~~~~~~~matas~d are restrjoted to 
the two selected samples described. 
r----
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The problem of the thesis is evaluated thus: Social 
maturity is related to, and is a part of, intelligence. On 
an actuarial basis, the:r•e is a high relationship between the 
two variables. r.rhis general relationship, however, cannot 
be applied to the prediction of individual performance, nor 
to other samples without appropriate validation. 
rrhe extent of social maturity, as measured on the 
Vineland seale, varies with the level of intelligence of the 
student. Pupils with "average intelligence 11 tended, in these 
samples, to have an "average 11 amount of social maturity. 
This similarity in function betNeen intelligence and social 
maturity, however, did not follow thr:oughout the intellectual 
scale. 'l•he data presented seem to indicate tha·l; there is a 
tendency for social maturity to exceed intelligence at the 
11 1m·; lntellr;;ctual 11 level, and for intelligence to exceed 
social maturlty at the "high 1ntellectual 11 level. 
Data were obtaj_ned Nhich suggest that both intelligence 
and social ma.turi ty are t•elated to parental occupation. There 
seems to be a tendency for both lntellj.gence and social 
maturity to decrease with the parents' position on the 
occupational scale. 
The data presented on sex difference suggests that 
there is no marked sex difference in intelligence and social 
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III. REC0f1MENDATIONS 
r·1any possibilities for further study exist in this 
area of research. A number of them might stem directly from 
the methods and data of this investigation. Among such pos ... 
sibil:tties are: 
1. An extended study of the socio-economic background 
of the subjects of this sample, with a resulting investigation 
of the relationship of soc~io-economic status; intelligence, 
and social maturity. Such an inquiry might be directed toward 
discovering the similarities and the contrasts in the environ-
ment of bright and dull children, and in that of socially 
mature and immature subjects. 
2. A study of the relationship of intelligence and 
social maturity of a more comprehensive population, such as 
that of an entire school. 
3. An investigation of the relationship of intelligence 
and social maturity at the elementary FJ.nd secondary school 
level~ and at the adult level. 
4. A factor analysis of the ltems of the \fechsler 
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CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND SCORES ON THE WISC AND THE VSMS 
Subject CA in SA in ----------
Number Mon:th~. Mopth§ ~ .§.9. ---- --- --- -. 
1 142 147 87 100 
2 142 136 82 96 
3 142 144 104 102 
4 142 166 132 117 
~ 141 ~~~ 10'7 107 
6 139 ~)l} 93 ,.../! ';10 
7 138 144 126 10.5 
8 137 158 117 116 
9 136 140 88 103 
10 131 132 100 101 
11 129 155 139 119 
12 127 141+ 117 113 
13 127 127 108 100 
14 126 136 126 108 
1.5 126 136 83 108 
16 123 116 80 95 
17 122 130 83 105 
18 121 126 97 104 
19 119 124 93 lOL~ 
20 119 132 120 111 
21 117 140 138 119 
22 114 116 10.5 102 
23 114 136 134 118 
24 113 112 83 98 
25 113 130 88 103 
26 111 112 93 100 
27 109 108 85 98 
28 107 101 109 95 
29 107 126 120 119 
30 106 102 77 96 
31 1og 94 83 89 
32 10 91 72 87 
33 104 108 lOLl, 103 
34 103 125 126 120 
3.5 103 126 128 122 
36 97 103 96 105 ------
37 93 89 96 95 
38 92 86 '72 94 
39 91 88 104 97 
4·0 91 84 88 92 
Lfl 89 97 107 J07 
42 88 100 11.5 114 
43 88 106 123 119 
86 
44 88 126 142 142 
4.5 86 73 88 8.5 
-----
46 82 76 10.5 93 
47 81 86 107 106 ---- ---- ----~· 
48 80 89 88 112 
49 79 94 143 131 
50 77 91 125 119 
51 76 78 84 103 
52 74 86 118 116 ----
.53 74 82 108 108 ------------
.54 73 73 85 100 
---55 '(0 --- ...... ------- 75 --------70 ---- --l.}~ 
56 '70 79 11.5 114 
57 69 88 125 125 
58 67 68 102 102 
59 6) 94 1.52 147 
60 61 67 103 108 
61 61 66 96 108 
62 60 59 8.5 98 
63 60 48 60 80 
!_: 
·------ ---- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------ -------- - ------------- ----------------------- -------- --------------------
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CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND SCOI-lliS ON THE CTMIVI AND THE VSMS 
Subject CA in SA in -- -----------
Numbet Months Months 1.2 §Sl 
1 133 136 91 102 
2 128 132 101 102 
3 128 136 109 10.5 
4 126 140 92 111 
5 12.5 136 94 108 
/ 124 ., .... ~ ........ , 1"111 0 ..1.4)1 (( J.V"i' 
7 124 144 119 11.5 
8 123 136 9.5 109 
9 122 132 120 107 
10 122 132 96 109 
11 121 129 89 106 
12 121 132 98 109 
13 120 132 117 109 
14 118 129 100 109 
15 118 126 79 107 
16 118 136 119 114 
17 117 134 119 114 
18 117 125 103 106 
19 117 132 97 112 
20 117 125 101 106 
21 117 132 122 112 
22 116 132 110 113 
23 116 129 121 110 
24 116 132 132 112 
25 116 132 101-t 112 
26 116 134 123 114 
27 11.5 132 119 113 
28 115 120 101 103 
29 114 140 122 124 
30 113 129 105 103 
31 113 132 101+ 116 
32 112 112 92 98 
33 111 112 97 100 
)4 111 124 101 110 
35 109 127 122 11.5 ----------------
